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DPS International School

Welcome to
DPSIS

Our 
strengths
DPS is known for 15 years of Excellence 
in education in Singapore and is the 
epitome of holistic development.

We have 150 schools in India and 42 
schools worldwide.

Our curriculum, teaching strategies are 
time tested and have evolved over 
seven decades.

240,000 sq ft campus is well spread 
and houses best of facilities for its 
students.

DPS International School provides an 
academic environment which treats each 
child as a unique individual who is facilitated to 
develop to his/her full potential.

The DPS learning experience offers a practical 
approach to the theoretical framework 
relevant to today's dynamic global scenario.

High standards of learning experiences for all 
children ensures academic excellence.

Stimulating learning environment for multiple 
intelligences.

Happy, caring, enriching and  secure 
environment for all.

VALUE IN ACTION
Success is the result of empowering our learners with the positive values and attitudes 
necessary for a happy life!

STUDENTS’ PLEDGE
I PLEDGE TO BE HONEST, HELPFUL AND DISCIPLINED
I PLEDGE TO KEEP MY WORLD CLEAN AND LITTER FREE
I PLEDGE TO SPEAK WITH KINDNESS AND COURTESY
I PLEDGE TO RESPECT ALL MEMBERS OF MY SCHOOL COMMUNITY
I PLEDGE TO HONOUR MY SCHOOL
I PLEDGE TO STRIVE FOR EXCELLENCE IN ALL THAT I DO

Your children are not your children.
They are the sons and daughters of Life’s longing for itself.

They come through you but not from you,
And though they are with you, yet they belong not to you.

You may give them your love but not your thoughts.
For they have their own thoughts.

You may house their bodies but not their souls,
For their souls dwell in the house of tomorrow,

Which you cannot visit, not even in your dreams.
You may strive to be like them, but seek not to make them like you.

For life goes not backward nor tarries with yesterday.
You are the bows from which your children are living arrows are sent forth.

The archer sees the mark upon the path of the infinite,
And He bends you with His might that His arrows may go swi� and far.

Let your bending in the archer’s hand be gladness;
For even as He loves the arrow that flies,
So He loves also the bow that is stable.

- Kahlil Gibran



DPS International School

Our aims and values

Our mission

for our pupils...

To be a CLASS apart

 CARING – An Inclusive and Supportive Environment.
 LEARNING – Grooming Life Long Learners.
 ACHIEVING – Achieving Milestones and Setting Benchmarks.
 SHARING – Sharing Our Joys, Dreams and Goals.
 SOCIAL RESPONSIBILITY – Building a Better Future Today.

DPS will continue to be a happy school for its students and 
enablers, facilitating curricular and co-curricular knowledge to 
a brimful measure thus enabling them to be future ready and 
able leaders. 

Our vision

Our values

DPS aspires to live by our motto “CARPE DIEM”, seizing each 
moment to shape the learning environment of the future, 
applying all acquired knowledge with scientific reasoning, 
humanity and wisdom for a happier society.

Motto - Carpe Diem
CARPE DIEM, originally from the Latin phrase "Carpe Diem 
quam minimum credula postero" means "seize the day."
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To nurture the diverse competences that can help our students thrive in a knowledge-based 
economy, members of staff serve as mentors to the student leaders, facilitating interaction 
between the school administration and the student body. The efforts to nurture the spirit of 
enterprise has borne fruit with our students securing seats in highly ranked universities around the 
world, most notably, NYU Stern School of Business, MIT, NUS, among others. ‘I feel indebted to DPS 
Singapore for guiding me through an important phase of my life and I hope that the values I 
learned will lead me to more success in the future.’ (Sahaj Sood, who studied Business at the 
Leonard N. Stern School of Business, US)

The most satisfying outcome for team DPS has been offering all students autonomy, voice and 
choice in what they learn to fulfill their bravest dreams. It was a proud moment for the 

school when its students won their way past 40 local and International schools to 
reach the grand finals of the National Science Challenge, organized by the 

Science Centre of Singapore. On academic front the school has set enviable 
bench marks for the best of the schools anywhere. They earned a very 

special space on the School Honour Board by being World Toppers in 
different subjects for three consecutive batches. 

DPS takes great pride in ensuring every student of the school is on 
the stage during its Annual Days and on athletic tracks on each 

Sports Day since the time of its inception. A glorious joy of each 
student provides imprints on the ‘soul’ of the school for eternity. 

For generations the morning ritual at schools has remained 
unchanged with the focus on order, discipline and 
punctuality. However, being a school, which continually 
revisits its practices, the teachers of Kindergarten and Primary 
experimented greeting each student in an innovative 
manner.  The students are offered the choice of selecting 
their own greeting to start the school day - hug, hand shake, 
high five or jig - resulting in a beautiful moment of bonding 
between educator and learners and a joyful way to jumpstart 
a happy day at school! This new ritual increased our happiness 

quotient manifold! The school shared this practice on the 
social media. The heart-warming video posted on our 

Facebook page reached nearly 5 million people across the 
globe; garnered more than 108,000 views and 17,000 likes on 

Instagram, and went viral within hours of it being posted on the 
social media platform. This practice continues to be visited on the 

media and is still counting!

We are amazed at the transformation brought about by a simple change 
in our morning ritual, which is also a remarkable example of bottom-up 

innovation as the change was implemented by the teachers motivated to 
update existing practices.

As DPS, we shall continue to live our wisely chosen motto, Carpe Diem, that is each member of 
DPS shall continue to LIVE each moment, learning, seeking, setting new benchmarks with an 
ambrosial smile on each face signifying each moment that we are a Happy School !

A Happy School, DPSIS at Singapore
is founded on the principles of

Nurturing the ‘Entrepreneurial Dare’

On 19th April 2004, we created our very own brand of ‘Happiness’ and from our very first year 
we have believed that all students are happy when they can thrive in an inclusive environment 
that embraces a diversity of talents and intelligences. As the school grew, so did the 
DPS Family spirit that creates happiness by building positive friendships and 
forging relationships. DPS International School was founded with the aim of 
incorporating the best practices of Indian and western educational 
institutions. 

Fostering the entrepreneurial spirit while developing student 
leadership skills has been a key focus of the institution for the 
past years. Our proactive Student Council teams, House 
Captaincies and diverse Leadership Roles are 
instrumental in fulfilling our vision of students acquiring 
fluencies in diverse areas – leadership, ethical decision 
making, communication and team work.

At DPS we seek to widen our focus beyond successful 
teaching and learning of the prescribed curriculum. 
While we have a range of assessments and test 
cycles to ensure student achievement, we seek to 
equip students with essential skills to meet the 
challenges of the real world. Many of the values of 
a conscientious citizen are learnt by our students 
when they participate in a democratic process of 
making decisions and taking responsibility. A range 
of leadership and entrepreneurial skills are acquired 
by pupils in an environment that is supportive of 
student-led initiatives at all levels. 

We have been inspired by Singapore’s national effort to 
promote creativity, innovation and entrepreneurship, At 
DPS, the ‘Entrepreneurs Society’ was instituted with the 
same vision of preparing ‘future ready’ students for a world 
that needs more thinkers, innovators, creators and 
entrepreneurs. DPS has been actively working to offer a range of 
platforms for students to explore their passions and become risk 
takers - sponsoring students to attend workshops; promoting fund raisers, 
campaigns and charitable drives. Select students were also facilitated to 
attend an entrepreneurship programme at the Berkeley Business Academy for 
Youth and the experience enabled our students ‘to step into the world of business 
empowered not only with skills but also a sense of social responsibility’. 

The DPS Business Club also plays a critical role in offering entrepreneurship education at all 
levels. The business fairs and fundraisers are highly anticipated events that effectively bridge the 
gap between theoretical models and the real world.  “It is gratifying to witness the impact of the 
Business Fair, which not only helps students learn about entrepreneurship, but also aid their 
personal development as they display initiative, confidence, teamwork, organising talent and 
communication skills”, stated the DPS Business Club Mentor, Ms Leena Gupta.

As a happy school, we know Great Love is more 
verb than noun..
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Our Aspirations
Our aspirations span (the seven C's)

St Luke's Elder Care residents Yoga for A Diabetes Free Singapore Family Fun Time @ Sentosa

CARING

CREATIVITY

CHALLENGE

COMMUNITY

CONSISTENCY

CONTRIBUTION COMMUNICATION

Children will be happy 
and secure and their 
achievements will be 

celebrated and valued 
by all.

We realize the importance of 
effective communication. 
Everyone must have equal 
opportunities for consultation 
and information.

A strong focus ensuring that school is 
fun! The school will be a bright, 
attractive and stimulating place to 
harness creativity.

We value parents as 
our partners in 
education and will 
involve them, and the 
wider community in 
school life.

The school will grow 
and change but we 
will remain true to our 
aims and mission.

All member of the school community 
will be valued and recognized for 
their outstanding works.

We aim to challenge learners 
through high expectations of 

learning and behaviour to 
promote excellence.
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World-class
facilities...

... one happy environment

Our campus benefits from outstanding facilities including:

• Cricket & Soccer Ground
• 3 Cricket Practice Nets (DPS Cricket Academy)
• 2 Basketball Courts
• 2 Multimedia Computer Labs with latest hardware and softwares
 ◦ Primary Computer Lab
 ◦ Secondary Computer Lab
• 3 well equipped Science Labs
 ◦ Physics Lab ◦ Chemistry Lab     ◦ Biology Lab
• Cultural Activities Room
 ◦ Dance Studio
 ◦ Music Room
• Audio Visual Room
• Library
• Play Station
• Art Room
• Ample and safe Car/Bus Parking lots at three areas
• Health Room with Dedicated Doctor
• Vegetarian Canteen
• Transport Office
• Books and Uniform shop
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Excellence in
sports...

Sports at DPS is a joyous celebration of freedom, camaraderie and cooperative 
interaction.

As children spend more and more time in confined, artificial spaces and battle 
increased stress and lifestyle related conditions, Sports @ DPS extends the gift of 
health to every Dipsite! From the attractive Kindergarten play area to the lush, 
expansive playing fields – comprising a soccer field, basketball and badminton 
courts, cricket pitches with astro turf and practice nets – we enable a wide 
variety of competitive and friendly sporting activities as we recognise the 
potential for learning and enjoyment which a rich and fulfilling playtime can 
generate.

The four Houses at DPS (Glacier, Lake, Oasis and Spring) help build a greater 
sense of belonging and school engagement besides offering leadership 
opportunities. The DPS Sports Council has a glorious record of expanding the 
scope of sporting activities at school in response to students’ interests, and we 
have introduced bowling, swimming and road relay fundraisers to mention a 
few!
  
At DPS we hope to ignite a love for spending time outdoors in the midst of 
friends, besides nurturing passion, perseverance and discipline.

       The DPS Annual Sports Meet is the most 
anticipated event of the school calendar and goes 
beyond the conventional definition of sports by 
showcasing the widely varying interests and 
passions of our students – cheerleading, march 
past, yoga, drills and novelty events ensure full 
participation of the entire student body.
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Beyond the
curriculum...

At DPS we seek to widen our focus beyond successful teaching and learning 
of the prescribed curriculum. While we have a range of assessments and test 
cycles to ensure student achievement, we seek to equip students with essential 
skills to meet the challenges of the real world. We aim to be a thinking school 
seeking better ways of attaining our goals through participation, creativity and 
innovation.

All students can thrive in an inclusive environment that embraces a diversity 
of talents and intelligences. A range of activities – competitive, cooperative, 
creative and entrepreneurial – help empower our learners with not just skills 
and knowledge, but also the values and attitudes necessary for a full and 
satisfying life. 

Discovering talents, setting new challenges, developing life skills and building character - all 
in a fun filled 2 day-1 night camp organised by The Singapore Scout Association and Sands 
Leadership Development Centre!



Every activity in school life plays a significant role in development of students. 
Co-curricular activities are an essential part of school life and helps in enhancing learning 
process of students at school. Co-Curricular activities are compulsory activities for every 
student. Co-curricular activities complement the academic curriculum so that every 
student gets to learn beyond 
the prescribed curriculum.

Co-curricular activities are 
designed to develop social 
skills, intellectual skills, moral 
values, personality progress 
and character appeal in 
students. It includes athletics, 
cultural events, Library 
activities, science lab activities, 
classroom activities, creative 
arts and meditation etc.

DPS International School DPS International School

A creative approach
to learning...

Young Chef Sand ArtCulinary Art Choir Creative Canvas

CCAs - Literary Club, Young Chef, Handwriting, Go green, Discovery, Word Smith, 
Choir, Debate, Mad Scientists, SAS (Serious About Science), Culinary Art, Budding 
Artists, Clay modeling, Sand Art, Mathemagic, Origami, Painter’s Palette, Business, 
Creative Canvas, Web Designing etc.
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Referred to as “third dimension of education,” extra curricular activities (ECA) play an 
integral part in developing skills and fostering creativity, consistent with our policy of 
holistic education.

ECAs - Robotics, Abacus, Basketball, Badminton, Classical dance (Bharatanatyam/ 
kathak), Chess, Music & instrument club (drums, guitar, keyboard), Vocal Music, Modern 
dance, Soccer, Taekwondo, Yoga.
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Chess Basketball Soccer

Learning Beyond
the classroom...



ACADEMIC EXCELLENCE

CHILD-CENTERED
PHILOSOPHY

COMMUNICATION

FEE WITHIN THE
BUDGET

SEAMLESS
RELOCATION

SPRAWLING CAMPUS

OPTIMAL AND
CONTROLED
DIGITAL
EXPOSURE

BRIDGE COURCE
A DIFFERENT
APPROACH

EACH STUDENT
AN EMPEROR:

DPS International School is built on the reputation of 

over 14 years in delivering excellence in education. 

A valid Testimony to this reputation are a strong 

alumni and satisfied parents over the years.

The school has a sprawling campus with spacious and well ventilated 

classrooms. The facilities will enable a holistic development of the child's abilities in 

academics, sports and extra curricular activities.

A huge sports field with cricket, basketball, badminton, tennis, soccer, 

table-tennis, three astroturf cricket pitches and a main central pitch for cricket 

practice and matches.

DPS continues to look for 

feedback from parents 

and voluntarily engenders 

flexibility in financial 

matters for needy parents. 

Various parent friendly 

offers are ensured for 

helping parents directly 

and indirectly.

This point is more pertinent to the parents 

who find themselves relocated back to 

India during beginning or mid academic 

session. DPS makes sure that in such case(s) 

parents have no difficulties in finding select 

school for their ward(s). We have seen so 

during our 15 years of functioning at 

Singapore.

DPS International School 

provides an academic 

environment which treats each 

child as a unique individual 

and is facilitated to develop to 

his/her full potential.

The learning experience is 

through a practical approach 

to the theoretical inputs in 

today's dynamic global 

scenario.
Learning is an important 

resource for the child's social 

behaviour and personality. It 

equips a child to take on the 

world with confidence and 

blaze a trail through life, 

independently.

Curriculum Specially Designed 

for Bridge Course.
Pre-requisites for the transition 

to Grade 2.

DPS does not allow 

hand phones or any other 

digital gadget to be used 

by the students during 

school hours. Students are 

permitted to bring hand 

phones post written 

permission from the 
Principal but these are 

deposited with respective 

class teachers and are 

given back to the 
students at the end of the 

school day. Relevance of 

this practice, we have no 

doubt, all our parents 

understand.

DPS provides a 
variety of learning 
experiences which promote 
integrated growth in all areas, 
be it physical, intellectual, moral or 
social. DPS goes beyond the regular 
classroom teaching. The school takes 
on the responsibility to closely monitor 

each student helping and steering 
the course of his/her area of 

aptitude, into chosen fields of 
specialization and 

success.

$

       The school has its own intranet facility. 

Alternatively parents may call the school or write in the child’s Almanac. 

Parents may also meet teachers any Monday, Wednesday or Friday 

after school, based on prior appointments. 

Be it studies, sports or Annual 
Functions, as a matter of 

policy, the school ensures that each 
student participates in all the activities 
of the school. Hidden talents are 
identified and nurtured with pas-
sion to see that our students are 
groomed as leaders who will 
lead from front in their 
tomorrows.
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Fostering
talent...
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Theme based
EXCURSIONS...

•  Reinforcing experiential and contextual learning.
•  Enhancing classroom learning by making real world connections.
•  Enabling first-hand experience of classroom lessons. 
•  Enhancing bonding with fellow students and improving their social and life skills.

DPS Students were 
invited to visit 
INS Sahyadri and 
IND Komorta in 
International Maritime 
Defence Exhibition 
(IMDEX-17) at Changi 
Naval Base, Singapore



FRIENDS OF SINGA -SINGAPORE 
KINDNESS MOVEMENT

DPS Students win accolades 
in Kindness movement a 
praiseworthy initiative of 

Singapore.

The Science Buskers Festival
2nd Position in the Secondary Category

2nd Position – Sony Toy 
Competition

DPS International School DPS International School

National Science Challenge (NSC) Grand Finalist
DPS the only international school to have moved to the Grand Finale. The 

students who participated have studied in DPS since Nursery Grade.
The Science Buskers Festival

2nd Position in the Secondary Category
The Science Buskers Festival recognised DPS 

Teams'ability to combine scientific knowledge 
with the art of performance to spread the 

passion for science across Singapore!

Developing
excellence...

1st Rank in the 
IEO (International 
English Olympiad) 
conducted by SOF 
and British Council.

Pravasi Bharatiya Divas 
cultural integration 

congestion and 
accolades.

UNSW 'Top in the Country' 
award (English)

DPSMUN 2019 : 
Shaping the 

Future Today!

DIPSITES 
participated in 
the inaugural 

DPSMUN 2019, 
which witnessed 

our senior 
school 

change-makers 
�nding solutions 

to real world 
problems and 
realising that 

with every 
positive action, 

we can make 
the world a 

better place!



DR A.P.J ABDUL KALAM
Our students had the privilege to meet 

the Ex- President of India.

JAGJIT SINGH
“GHAZAL KING”

SRI SRI RAVI SHANKAR
Founder of the “The Art of Living” Foundation

MR NARENDRA MODI
DPS STUDENTS MET INDIAN PRIME 

MINISTER

SALMAN KHURSHID
Ex. Minister of Foreign Affairs, India

SONU NIGAM FALGUNI PATHAK

STEVE Mc MAHON
Footballer

KAILASH SATYARTHI
Akanksha Joshi (Sr. Secondary student) winner 
of the IIMPACT Solid Waste Management 3rd 
Prize with Mr Kailash Satyarthi, Nobel Peace 

Laureate 2014, Founder, Kailash Satyarthi 
Children’s Foundation

ANIL
KUMBLE

SACHIN
TENDULKAR

OUR CHAIRMAN MR. CHANDRA PRAKASH 
KABRA WITH LEGENDS OF THE INDIAN 

CRICKET TEAM

FAMOUS INDIAN SINGERS

ANUPAM KHER (Actor)
Our students were honoured to present an act for the annual day under the 

Guidance of Mr Anupam Kher’s “ACTOR PREPARES” school for actors.

DPS International School

Pastoral guidance...



Sandhya 
Gopakumar

97.2%
ICSE

Siddarth 
Srinivasan

97%
ICSE

Amruthavarshini 
Thyagaraj

96.8%
ICSE

Jeyanth
Sidharth

96.6%
ICSE

Ruchira
Basu

96.6%
ICSE

Svetha 
Mahadevan

96.2%
ICSE

Kirthana 
Radhakrishnan

96.5%
ISC

Shimar
Arsath

96%
ISC

Lakshmi
Sirisha

95.7%
ISC

Rajalakshmi 
Nageswaran

95.2%
ISC

Rishabh 
Alexander John

94.5%
ISC

Devi
Ishwarya

94.5%
ISC

OUR HIGHEST SCORERS IN ICSE / ISC EXAM

WORLD TOPPERS IN IGCSE / AS LEVEL EXAM

THIRUMENINATHAN 
THAARUN

CHEMISTRY

AS LEVEL

KANNAN 
SHANKAR

MATHEMATICS

AS LEVEL

AVNI
AGGARWAL

MATHEMATICS

IGCSE

AARYANA 
AROOP 

PRADHAN

EVM

SHIVAM 
JHUNJHUNWALA

ICT

IGSCE

PRANAV 
SUBRAMANIAN

TAMIL

IGCSE

DPS International School DPS International School

enrichment...
Academic
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potential...
Recognising



DEVANG
Warwick Business School,
University of Warwick, UK

CAIE

DPS International School DPS International School

Empowering
education...

University placements
20% and above cohort in IIT and IIMs are welcomed Dipsites in highly ranked 
universities around the world.

ESHITA
CASS Business School, City University London
Marketing & Finance
CISCE

SHIVANG SINGH
National Institute of Technology Surathkal (NITK)
CISCE

RIMJHIM RELAN
Nanyang Technological University (NTU)
Double Degree in Education

AKSHAYA VARADARAJAN
Chettinad Medical College
Medicine

ARSHA AGARWAL
National University of Singapore (NUS)

 Medicine
CAIE

SHARON MARIAM MATHEW
National University of Singapore (NUS)
CAIE - Computer Science

SHRUTI PILLAI
Purdue University

CAIE - Computer Science with
minor in Economics

SHIVALIKA SINGH
Gujarat Medical College

MBBS

DAHEERA
Al – Ameen Medical College, Karnataka

Medicine

VITHIYA RAGU
National University of Singapore

Economics - CAIE

MOHIT MOHAN
New Castle University Medicine, Malaysia

Medicine

TANISHA SEHGAL
Dayanand Medical College, Ludhiana

Medicine

POOJA NATHANVALAPPIL SATHISH KUMAR
Lancaster University

Law

KIRTHANA RADHAKRISHNAN
Nanyang Technological University

BioEngineering

SIRISHA LAKSHMI
National University of Singapore - Engineering
CISCE

A SHANCY MERLIN
Saveetha Dental College, Chennai
BDS

SHIVANG SINGH
National Institute of Technology, SURATKAL
Computer Science Engineering

SWETHA PILLAI
Penn State University
Engineering

ELTON DANN EZILARASAN
University of New Castle(Australia)

Mechanical Engineering at PSB
academy

ISHAAN VYAS
National University of Singapore (NUS)
Computer Engineering

VRUTI RAKSHA SIVAKUMARAN
Carnegie Mellon University , USA
Computer Science Engineering

SHARANYA VENKATARAMAN
National University of Singapore (NUS)
FASS (Economics with minor in 
Mathematics)

NIKITHA NATH
Symbiosis Law School , Pune
Law

NIKITHA NANDAKUMAR
PESIT, Bangalore
Computer Science Engineering

ADITHYA UMAKANTH
University of Illinois Urbana Champaign
Engineering

MEGA MOHNOT
Oxford Brookes University, UK
Degree in Accounting and Finance

KRITHIKA LAKSHMI LAKSHMANAN
Nanyang Technological University (NTU) 
Computer Engineering with a minor in 
Business

SHREYA MALIWAL
University of London – SIM
Mathematics & Economics

BHUMIKA VASHIST
Oxford Brookes University, UK
Degree in Accounting and Finance

SAROJ SANJANA BOMBAY
UNSW Sydney

Mechatronics Engineering

RAHUL ATHREYA RAMAKA
King’s College London 
Computer Science (Masters)

NAVEENA CHOWDARY KOYYALAMUDI
Gitam University, Vizag
Computer Science

ABHYARTHANA AROOP PRADHAN
National University of Singapore (NUS)

Mechanical Engineering

MIHIR VYAVAHARE
University of London (UOL)

B.SC (Business & Management)

SHRADHA KOCHAR
NMIMS, Mumbai

Management Studies

SAHAJ SOOD
NYU-Stern Business School, USA
Business

DIVYADARSHINI T.
National University of Singapore (NUS)

Data Science & Analytics (Hons)

KARTIKEYAN KANNAN
University of Aberdeen, UK

Engineering

SITARA ALISHA APPASAMY
Singapore Institute of Management 

(University of Bu�alo)
Psychology

JAHNAVI ROY
Nanyang Technological University (NTU)

Economics

ANGAD SIKAND
University of California , USA

Aeronautical Engineering

NEEL JAIDEEP PANDIT
Motilal Nehru National Institute of 

Technology
 Computer Science and Engineering

many more. sucess story keep going on...

From being an e�ervescent and carefree �ve-year old to the ambitious 
and diligent twelfth grader, DPS has watched me grow and certainly 
played a huge role in nurturing me. The teachers have always 
encouraged and stood by me through every phase in my formative 
years. Principal Sir’s immense motivation and belief in me is something 
I can never forget. I would really like to thank every teacher and 
Principal Sir for everything they have done for me. Whatever I am 

today would not have been possible without all of them.
Anamika Rajiv
Second-Year Business Economics 
major with a minor in Accounting
University of California, Los Angeles 
(UCLA) 

Akshaya V   Chettinad Medical College
Chetan Singhal  Williams college, Massachusetts
Kavya Velisetti  BITS Pilani
P. Varshini   National University ,Singapore
Priya Sreedhar  Nangyang Technological University
Sachit Sood  Harvey  Mudd College, CA,USA
Swetha Pillai  Penn State University
Vidish Mehta  Nangyang Technological University
Varsha Venkat  IIT, Chennai
Bhumika Vashisht  Oxford Brookes University, UK
Manak Kapoor  Doing National Service
Mega Mohnot  Oxford Brookes University, UK
Nandini Khandelwal  Bentley University
Shivangi Mishra  University of Perth
Shristi Saxena  National University of Singapore
Siddharth Sirnivasan  Harvey Mudd, USA
Suranjana Sengupta  National University of Singapore
Vruti Sivakumar  Carnegie Mellon University, USA
Abhishek Choudry  Purdue University
Aswin Narayanan  University of Auckland
Lokeshwar S Akkipedi Georgia Tech, Atlanta   
Meghna P   National Institute of Technology, Warangal
Priyanka Mukherjee  Manipal Institute of Technology
Rishabh Jain  Purdue University
Srinivasan Arunachalam National Institute of Technology, Karnataka
Aditya Mandapati  University of British Columbia
Gautham V V  University Of Illinois
Ipsita Basu  National University of Singapore
Janhvi Pandit  University of Manitoba
Prasha Maithani  National university of singapore



Guidance for
the future...

Career Guidance and counseling by
top universities in Singapore 

PREPARE

IMPLEMENT

REVIEW &
SUSTAIN

SUCCESS

DPS International SchoolDPS International School

Individual
expression...

DPS is my alma mater, 10 years and the memories are inde�nite, something I’ll 
truly cherish for the rest of my life; it is the place where I've built up a strong 
foundation for myself and a place which has strongly mounded my character. 
10 years at DPS, and it is literally like my second home. I've de�nitely enjoyed 
thoroughly and made memories for a lifetime, but more than that I'll always 
remember the constant encouragement by all the inspiring teachers, which 
makes me who I’m today. DPS has helped me develop holistically, which will 

exceedingly help me in the years to come.

Being in DPS for 13 years has given me deep impressions of school-life and 
cherishable memories with loving teachers and amiable and unforgettable 
friends. What I am today is a personality cut out and shaped by my teachers 

who have taught me the virtues of hard-work, honesty and courage.

Srishti Mishra
Bachelor of Business Administration
National University of Singapore

I am truly grateful to all my teachers and friends for the 
enriching experiences I had both in and out of the classroom 
and for helping me discover things I never knew about myself. 
A big thank you to everyone at DPS who believed in me and let 

me be me!

Vinuthna Kovvuri
Berkeley College of Letters and 
Science, Intended major- Economics
University of California

Pallavi Sharma
Bachelor of Accountancy
Nanyang Technological University
(NTU)

Studying at DPS will remain the most memorable period of my life. 
From this institution I have received not only the best academic 
support that has allowed me to be recognized by the some of the 
best universities in the world, but also an abundance of love and 

friendships. Here, I have made a family.

Prasha Maithani
Life Sciences 
National University Of
Singapore



Documents for admission:

1. Birth Certificate copy.
2. Coloured Passport-Sized photograph  
    (one each) of:
 a) Mother
 b) Father
 c) Ward(s)
3. Immunization Record.
4. Previous Year Report card/Transcript.
5. Residential Permit-NRIC or FIN# 
    (parents & child).
6. Passport copy (including first and last 
    page)  of :
 a) Mother
 b) Father
 c) Ward(s)

Note: Original documents to be 
submitted for verification.

Office hrs: 

Monday to Friday: 9.00am - 4.00pm 
Saturdays: 10.00am - 2.00pm  

Age Criteria: STEPS for Admission:

Fill in the Online Enquiry Form or 
approach school.

School admission department will 
contact the aspirant parent within 
two working days. 

Admissions counsellor will explain 
the enrolment process.

Followed by assessment test, 
subsequent procedure will be 
communicated.

A formal interaction with the Vice 
Principal/ Principal.

Admission to the school will be 
subject to:
  Age Criteria
  Result of the Assessment Test
  Previous academic results of two 
years.

On confirmation for admission, 
all applications are to be 
accompanied by an Application 
Processing fee of S$2000, this 
is non-refundable. This fee will 
however, be adjusted towards 
Registration fee, Tuition fee & other 
components.

Subsequently Advisory Note and 
Student Contract will be formalised.

For Grade1 to Grade 12- ICSE & Cambridge Curriculum:

For Pre School curriculum:

Age as on 1st April Fit for Grade

2.5 Years

3 Years

4 Years

5 Years

The same criterion will be applicable for
further Grades. 

Nursery

Kindergarten 1

Kindergarten 2

Grade 1

Kindergarten 1 & Kindergarten2

Nursery

April to March

April to March

Step
1

Step
2

Step
3

Step
4

Step
5

Step
6

Step
7

Step
8

CONTACT US

admissions@dps.edu.sg

+65 6285 6300 / +65 6285 7273

For more information
visit our website:
www.dps.edu.sg

DPS International School DPS International School

Admission process...

CISCE

ICSE ISC IGCSE A Level

CAMBRIDGE

CURRICULUM

English I, II
Second Language
       (Hindi, Tamil, French)
History & Civics
Mathematics
Physics
Biology
Chemistry
Geography
Economic Appl.
Computer Appl.

English
Physics
Biology
Chemistry
Mathematics
Computer Sci.
Economic

English
ESL (English as II Language)
Second Language
       (Hindi, Tamil, French)
EVM
Mathematics
Physics
Biology
Chemistry
History
Geography
Economic
ICT
Accounts
Business Studies

English
Physics
Chemistry
Biology
Mathematics
Computer Science
Economic
Accounts
Business Studies
Marine Science
Information Technology

Grade Curriculum
ICSE

ISC

IGCSE

IGCSE / GCE

Academic Year
April to March

April to March

April to Dec

Jan to Dec

Grade 1 to Grade 10

Grade 11 & Grade 12

Grade 8 IGCSE (Foundation Year)

Grade 9 to Grade 12



DPS INTERNATIONAL SCHOOL
36 Aroozoo Avenue, Singapore 539842

+65 6285 6300          admissions@dps.edu.sg www.dps.edu.sg

www.facebook.com/dpsis

follow us

Celebrating
15 Years

of Excellence
in Education

2004 - 2

019

CPE Registered No. / UEN 201109459N 
Registration Period: 22 Aug 2016 to 21 Nov 2020
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